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With this game we try to challenge the player to finish the entire game with only 3 continues.

There are no save points so you have to make the entire run in one go.

If you have friends (Or the internet) you can share cheat codes to skip some levels, but don't forget you will not get the
maximum amount of points and maybe not able to unlock certain achievements using cheat codes. The choice is yours.

With this game we're trying to get back to the old retro gaming age. Of course back in the time we didn't had Steam and it's
awesome features, so it's not completely back to the retro gaming age.

We try to make the game challenging as possible. Easy to learn to play, but you will need some skill to complete the game,
because the further you get in the game, the harder the challenges will be. At some point you will have less vision, or maybe

you're Blob will be upside-down.

Paying homage to games from the earliest days of video gaming, Blob From Out of Space is easy to play, but difficult to
complete 2D side scroller.

Blob is flying through space when his UFO gets shot down by a rocket and crash lands on an unknown planet. Blobs brother is
promptly captured by the planets evil leader and it's up to Blob to save him and to escape from the planet.

How the game plays is up to you. Each decision opens up a new path. Collecting diamonds opens up more choices, but with
them comes addition risk. With only 3 continues available and no save, risk is a bad thing! Discovered a cheat? Share it with

your friends, but use a cheat and you won’t get the maximum number of points. The choice is yours.

This game has:

Controller support

Local Co-op
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Trading cards

Achievements

Special Blob powers

Transform into enemies

Stick powers - slow down enemies

Wall jumping - jump against walls and jump again to reach places you were never able to reach without wall jumping

To make the game more challenging during the story we will be adding new gameplay features every update.

Gameplay features:

Over 100 levels including Dark levels (play with only a small amount of the screen visible); Vehicles levels (drive/fly a
vehicle and avoid explosions and bombs); Underwater levels (no jumping, but watch out for water creatures)

Great learning curve

Mini games - Diamond Rush and Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Challenge your friends in YOLO Mode

Play with friends in local co-op mode

Relaxing game modes:

Diamond Rush

Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Based on community feedback, we will be delivering regular updates including upside-down levels.
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Title: Blob From Space
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
JosPlays
Publisher:
KISS ltd
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I was introduce to Gran Vitreous by a buddy of mine. After spending some time with it I really enjoy it. Item collecting and
leveling up your ship is money.

Nice work!. A real gem of a game. The whole atmosphere is mesmerising, everything looks so vibrant and alive. The animations
are awesome and the character art is great. The soundtrack is an absolute banger, and without a doubt probably one of my
personal favourites. It really captures that neon cyberpunk aesthetic perfectly. And the combat? The most crucial element? It
knocked it right out of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing park. The ball is on the moon now. It's razor sharp and makes you
feel like a badass. My only criticism would be that the random nature of the enemies' spawns will cause some
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t combo drops and deaths, but the game can become so brutally difficult and
frantic that you won't even know if what killed you was fair or not.

All in all, a real indie gem. Even at full price, it's a steal and can keep you busy with it's high replayability and cocaine-level
addiction for hundreds of attempts.

9.5\/10. glitchy glitchy, not worked on compatible mac or windows. tried numerous times, sure some people get lucky. cheap
enough to forget about it. The Arrow III is a fun and easy alternative to the other power on North American locomotives. The
throttle and brakes are reminiscent of European and Japanese electric power. It is a must for NEC fans.. Great looking Tower
Defense, with interesting shadow twist that makes it very organic!. Korean names

Master Oldfish: \uc62c\ub4dc \ub119\uce58 (MR: Old N\u014fpch'i; Revised: Old Neopchi)
Padak: \ud30c\ub2e5\ud30c\ub2e5 (MR: P'adakp'adak; Revised: Padakpadak)
Spotty: \ub180\ub798\ubbf8 (Nollaemi)
Bream: \uc904\ub3d4 (MR: Chuldom; Revised: Juldom)
Jooldom: \uc544\ub098\uace0 (Anago). This game has way too many bugs and glitches, and the tutorial is way too slow
(because you have to hunt something and you are either fast enough to catch it, which is good, or if you choose a warrior wolf it
takes forever to catch it because you are too alow. But if you choose the speed wolf then you can't win against the wolf you are
sent to kill) After spending 20 minutes on just the tutorial, there was a huge glitch that wouldn't fix itself which wouldn't allow
me to continue on in the game. Not a good game. The storyline was decent, but I couln't find out the rest because of the glitch..
Yep, another decent hidden object game from Artifex Mundi. The puzzles in this one require some lateral thinking. ***. Don't
Even think to buy this game even this game discount 99%. So Offroad Drive is a offroad racing simulator and in my opnion the
best offroad sim. This game has everything you wuld want, rock crawling, mudding and so much more. Some of the little details
make this game a blast like how your car gets all shiny after getting in water or a bunch of mud racked up onto your car. Theres
many vehicles to choose from to unlock and alot of missions to complete. This game isnt your normal offroading game though,
you need to take correct lines, use diffs and awd correctly, even having to pay attention to the tention on your winch and your
tire pressure. Now what game can you do that in? This game can get really hard like being in the mud for 3 minutes or trying to
get passed a massive hill withought a wicnh point. I gotta say this game is one of the best offroad games as of right know
because of how in dept it is. Now the game looks amazing for something that came out in 2011, like i said when you go in water
your truck gets all shiny or you will have a bunch of mud build up on your truck, you also create ruts and tracks into the dirt and
mud. I really enjoy this game and give it a 10/10, for 5 bucks its a killer or you cna get it for 1 dollar on sale!
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This game would be great if it didn't keep hanging. I've tried it several times on two computers, deleting the files and starting
over as recommended in the support section. I get a little farther, then up comes the debug error again and the game won't load.
I suspect this is no longer supported, but they keep taking money for it. It's a shame, because it's a pleasant game with
reasonable graphics. I would love to finish it. Instead, I must steer folks away from it unless they have money to gamble that this
won't happen to them. I'm running on Windows 8 with up-to-date drivers, etc., yada, yada. Good luck if you go for it!. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. I'm super happy that Moonbyte decided to bring this game into Steam. When i
first played crashday, it was so cool, so different, so realistic, this game is MEANT to be played with online multiplayer. Im glad
steam greenlighted this game and now it can display it's full potential. Thank you Moonbyte for taking the effort to resurrect
this game, supporting you all the way!

However, multiplayer is unfortunately unstable at the moment, I'm not sure why but i should assume this is a common problem
for games just released. I do hope Moonbute will look into this.. Fun little puzzler, only a few hours long, but a good logic
workout. If you ever have to guess you've missed something. As is the fashion, concepts are introduced wordlessly with a few
simple training puzzles, then you're in for the real ones in each section. If you've learned the correct rules from the training
puzzles (pay careful attention to these), then it's just a matter of deduction to solve that section. Any confusion will probably
stem from having "learned" a slightly incorrect version of the rule, and in this way it reminds me a lot of The Witness, though
the games are not otherwise similar.. Great Look of Truck, Developers have amazing work.. Nero and Kyrie, still a better love
story than twilight...
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